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SKU Designation French Law Power (lbs) Length (cm) Width (cm) Weight (g) Colors MSRP

AJ785
Barnett Hyper Raptor

Crossbow 205 lbs + scope +
lines 

Vente libre 125  83.5  41  3250  Black  491.00 € incl. tax

Easy-to-cock compound crossbow for hunting* or recreational shooting.
The Barnett Explorer is a traditional "light draw weight" compound crossbow delivered with an easy cocking
accessory that divides the effort of 125 lbs of cocking by 2!

Compact compound bow.
High energy pulleys.
Picatinny rails for lamp and laser
3-dot red dot sight.
Anti-dry fire (ADF) system

Delivered with red dot + side quiver + 2 20'' Headhuner lines + cocking aid accessory + 1 tube of rope wax.

* Crossbow hunting is prohibited in France, consult the regulations in your area.

MAYBE THE EASIEST-TO-USE CROSSBOW EVER. The perfect combination of size, weight and ease of
cocking makes it the perfect choice for anyone looking for a crossbow that is suitable for youth, women and
men. Designed to be fun to shoot but deadly to hunt. Rated at 330 FPS, it sends strokes at speeds that rival
the best high-end vertical arcs in a package that's easy to get accurate with. The lightweight 125lb draw
weight is cut in half when cocking with the included string cocking device, making this bow the easiest to
shoot crossbow on the market. The lighter draw weight contributes to the longevity of the Recruit XP,
making it a workhorse for countless shots. If you are looking for your first crossbow or your last crossbow,
look no further than the Recruit XP. It's the perfect crossbow for hunting, shooting and training for all ages
and abilities.

Rope-Hold™ Rope Cocking Device Groove Mechanism - (Patent Pending)
Aluminum Flight Track
Passage through the front handle
Soft-Lok Floating Bristle Arrow Retainer
Adjustable stock
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QUICK AND EASY ASSEMBLY
Compatible with hand crank cocking device
Metal injection molded trigger (MIM)
Anti-dry fire trigger system (ADF)

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


